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Ebola Threat May Be Downplayed By CDC
Ebola outbreak worse than reported.

Prosser, WA, 10.11.2014, 04:39 Time

USPA NEWS - The Center for Disease Control (CDC) may be intentionally hiding the severity of the Ebola outbreak threat. Sick
people with Ebola symptoms are disappearing, enormous caches of protective gear are being ordered, and the media is being
intimidated into silence.

On October 24, 2014, Dr. James Lawrenzi, who has two clinics in Garden City and Archie, Missouri, was interviewed on the Alex
Jones Show (www.infowars.com), and disclosed his belief that people with Ebola symptoms are being “disappeared.“� Lawrenzi told
of a conversation he had with another doctor who works at Truman Lakewood Medical Center in Kansas City. According to Lawrenzi,
that doctor said a person with Ebola-like symptoms, including bleeding from his orifices, and recently returned from West Africa, was
treated in the Intensive Care Unit. The following day, the patient was gone, and the staff was told the patient left the hospital against
medical advice.  

The Doctor didn´t believe the patient was well enough to leave the hospital on his own, and was told the patient had malaria. Malaria
does not include hemorrhaging and the patient was in no condition to leave the hospital. Dr. Lawrenzi was advised that there were
other patients being “disappeared“� also. Lawrenzi stated, “So something very, very strange is going on. And I wouldn´t have thought
much about it, but this happened in other areas of the country, not only Kansas City. These patients are disappearing, they´re doing
something with the patients and God knows where they´re going.“�

Former Border Patrol Agent Zach Taylor has divulged that the CDC is working with Border Patrol authorities and the Department of
Homeland Security to “disappear“� potential Ebola victims attempting to cross the border into the United States. In an interview
conducted with Infowars.com reporters, Taylor explained it was unprecedented how CDC officials, with Border Patrol and Homeland
Security, were working together to take people away who were crossing the border illegally and exhibiting Ebola symptoms. Taylor
said other agents told him the detainees were being quarantined, but they didn´t know where, or what the diagnoses of the illnesses
were.  

And then there are numerous reports of personal protective equipment being ordered in great quantities by the CDC and other
institutions. A large manufacturing company that makes the Hazmat suits for medical personnel, Lakeland Industries, stated in a
September 12th, 2014 press release, that the U.S. State Department has put out a bid for 160,000 Hazmat suits. .  

Paul Joseph Watson, of Prison Planet.com, wrote about a manager from a large shipping company that revealed the U.S. Government
put in an order for 250,000 Hazmat suits to be shipped to Dallas, Texas, the location of the first U.S. Ebola outbreak. The CDC also
ordered 2.7 million Hazmat suits, configured into 50 rapid deployment kits for sudden demand in hospitals, according to a CDC
announcement released November 7th, 2014.

Aside from the “disappearing“ patients and the large orders of Hazmat suits, the Obama administration is hindering access to public
information according to Associated Press Washington Bureau Chief Sally Buzbee. While speaking at a joint meeting of American
Society of News Editors, the Associated Press Media Editors and the Associated Press Photo Managers, Buzbee gave 8 reasons why
the Obama administration is making reporting difficult.  

Among the reasons were: Day to day intimidation of governmental sources, including threats of being fired for being seen talking to
certain reporters. The government press officials also claim their orders are to stop anything controversial or which makes the
administration look bad. Also, requests through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) have become bogged down and expensive.
Some federal agencies don´t respond in a timely manner, which forces news organizations to pursue legal remedies in order to get the
information. The FOIA requests are also used as advance warning to discover what news organizations are going to report on, and the
requests are now routinely sent to political appointees instead of career civil servants.

In a Forbes article written by pharmacologist David Kroll, he stated that the Associated Press and other media outlets agreed not to



report on suspected cases of Ebola; they will only report a confirmed case. Fox News announced on November 5th, they would be
terminating coverage of the Ebola virus. Fox News host Sean Hannity stated, “Our work is done.“� One has to wonder if he was
speaking for the rest of the mainstream media as well, especially since Ebola coverage has dropped off dramatically.  

Considering persons with Ebola-like symptoms are being surreptitiously taken away by government agents, huge amounts of
protective and Hazmat suits are being stockpiled, and the media is being suppressed in its reporting of possible Ebola victims, then
the question has to be asked: Is the government hiding the severity of the Ebola outbreak, or is there another situation coming that we
don´t know about?
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